Read! Spell! Do! Level 2 samples
Read! Spell! Do! 8 levels with 2,160 cards in total. Still relatively unknown but
wildly popular among users. 540 verbs, 180 adjectives, 90 adverbs (2 different
cards for each adverb), where else can you get such a game? There is also a
playing board with a copy of the rules on it.
Level 2 uses all 16 double sounds introduced in NFO. Keywords in level 2-1 use
ea, ee, sh, ch, ar, ou, oo (foot), oo (spoon) and -se. Level 2-2 uses ow (cow), ir,
oy, or, oa, ow (window), ai, ay and tch The sounds have been used evenly
throughout, meaning the phonic element of the cards is very strong and that the
teacher, who is cognisant of his students reading level, can choose and use the
cards with confidence. The key sounds (spelling patterns), sentences, words and
phrases are listed according to their double sound (grapheme of phonogram), so y
ou can better see the content and suitability.
90 cards to each pack at 1,500 yen per pack.
6 packs available in Levels 2-1 and 2-2:
Read! L2 P1
Read! L2 P2
Spell! L2 P1
Spell! L2 P2
Do! L2 P1
Do! L2 P2

Read! Spell! Do! L2 P1and P2: key sounds (spelling patterns), sentences, words a
nd phrases
Pack 1 Read Spell Do
/ch/
A bat and a rat are on a branch.
A chipmunk is on a branch.
A man is chopping logs.
I'm having chicken and chips for lunch.
It's a ham and egg sandwich.
It's an ostrich and chicks.
My chopsticks are in my hand.
She's checking in a bag.
The chestnuts are from a tree.
Two kids are on the bench.
bench
branch
chess
chest
chick

chicken
chipmunk
chopsticks
lunchbox
sandwich
attach a seatbelt
chat at a meeting
cheat in a test
check in a bag
chisel a rock
chop wood
clench a fist
punch a bag
reach up
teach a class
/sh/
A British man has a flag.
A man gets an electric shock.
A truck and a cab crash.
It's a big American ship.
It's a dustpan and a brush.
She is cleaning dishes in a sink.
She's shopping in a dress shop.
The clamshells are in a bucket.
The fish is running fast.
The trash is in a trashcan.
brush
cash
crash
fish
radish
shed
shell
ship
shop
trash
brush a dog

crash a jeep
crush a rock
flush
shell peas
shock a man
shop at a pet shop
shut up
splash in a pool
stash cash in a box
/ee/
A green eel is swimming.
A green jeep is in a deep pond.
A green tree is standing.
A queen bee is sitting.
He's putting clean sheets on a hospital bed.
He's sleeping on his desk.
It's a sheep and a sheepdog.
Many trees are in the forest.
The coffee is in a green cup.
The queen is sleeping on a pink mattress.
bee
eel
feet
jeep
queen
sheep
sheet
sixteen
sleep
tree
creep around
feed a pet
flee from a dragon
freeze
keep still
meet a girl
peel a banana
see a film

sleep in a bed
speed away
/ea/
A cat is drinking tea.
A kid is reading a comic.
A red frog is on a green leaf.
A seagull is on the beach.
A seal is eating a fish.
He's fastening his seatbelt.
Some fleas are jumping on the dog.
The coffee beans are in a box.
The kids are cleaning up trash.
The peaches are from a peach tree.
beach
beans
jeans
leaf
peach
peacock
sea
seal
seatbelt
tea
beat a carpet
deal cards
dream of presents
eat a carrot
lead a band
leap for joy
leave for school
plead for help
read a book
speak English
/ar/
A big shark is hunting a fish.
A dog is in a green car.
A kid is running in the park.

A man is planting a tree in the garden.
A scarf and hat are on a duck.
It's a big farm in Africa.
She is beating dust from a carpet.
The artists are in an art class.
The credit card is from a bank.
The starfish are on a beach.
artist
car
card
carpet
farm
garden
park
scarf
shark
star
arch back
bark at a cat
carve meat
dart a balloon
farm carrots
jumpstart a car
march in a band
park a car
sharpen an ax
star in a film
/oo/
A cook has a French cookbook.
A cook is cooking lunch.
A fish is on a fish hook.
A sheep is reading a book.
A woodchuck is sitting.
It's a crook and his swag bag.
It's a hand and a foot.
Many books are in the bookshop.
Some books are on a bookshelf.
Some footprints are in the sand.

book
bookshelf
bookshop
cook
cookbook
fishhook
foot
hook
wood
woodchuck
book a sportsman
cook lunch
cool down
drool
groom a poodle
look at a plant
smooch at a disco
spoonfeed a boy
swoon from shock
zoom off a cliff
/oo/
It's a bed in a kid's bedroom.
It's a big wooden spoon.
It's a spoonbill from Africa.
It's an igloo in Greenland.
The animals are in a zoo.
The baboon is in a lagoon.
The cats are eating cat food.
The classroom is in Africa.
The kangaroo is jumping.
The kids are swimming in a pool.
bedroom
boot
broom
food
igloo
moon

pool
spoon
tools
zoo
boot a book
doodle in your book
droop a hand
harpoon a fish
loosen a nut
scoop sand up
shoo a cat
shoot a basket
snooze on a couch
uproot a tree
/ou/
A dog is in the doghouse.
A kid and a cat are sleeping on the couch.
A man is yelling out loud.
A mouse is sitting on a branch.
A roundabout is spinning round.
A scout is setting up camp.
It's a big black cloud.
It's a mouse and a mousetrap.
The house is on a hill.
The kids are constructing a clubhouse.
blouse
cloud
couch
doghouse
groundhog
house
loud
mouse
out
trout
bound out from a ring
clout a bag

count on a hand
crouch down
mount a horse
pound on a desk
pout
scout for tracks
shout out loud
slouch around
/se/
A big dog is in the doghouse.
A mongoose is in the tree.
Ee! A mouse is on the cheese.
He has grease on his hands.
It's an American farmhouse.
Please choose a card.
The geese are eating grass.
The goose has long wings.
The moose is living in Alaska.
The seahorse lives in the sea.
cheese
choose
geese
goose
grease
houseplant
mongoose
moose
noose
seahorse
browse at the bookshop
choose a card
collapse on the carpet
crease an A4 sheet
glimpse at a test
goosestep in the class
grease your hands
please your teacher
rinse the dishes

tease a girl
Pack 2 Read Spell Do
/ir/
A bird is in the birdhouse.
A bird is on a branch.
A clown is squirting a man.
A cowgirl is on the horse.
A songbird is singing a song.
It's a girls short skirt.
It's a man's check shirt.
The American girl has a dog.
The boy runs fast and is first.
The fir trees are in a forest.
bird
birdhouse
first
girl
shirt
skirt
songbird
squirt
stir
twirl
flirt in a pool
flirt with a boy/girl
squirt a man
squirt a squirt gun
stir a drink
stir the red paint
swirl a ribbon
swirl around
twirl a baton
twirl around
/or/
A horse is jumping up.
An ornament is hanging on a tree.
It's a big garden fork.

It's a bighorn sheep from America.
It's a French horn.
It's a real good morning.
It's a tropical storm at sea.
It's popcorn and a soft drink.
The big storks are in a big nest.
They are eating corn for lunch.
corn
fork
horse
morning
organ
ornament
store
stork
storm
torch
cork a bottle
escort a man
forget your name
form a train
record a song
snorkel in a tropical sea
sort trash
support a sports team
transform a robot
uncork a bottle
/oy/
A boy is up to the tree.
A boy scout is camping.
A royal flush wins the game.
He is shopping in a toyshop.
It's a kids ring toy.
The bellboy is picking up bags.
The cowboy is shooting his gun.
The joystick has 3 red buttons.
The ships are in a convoy.
The toys are in a toybox.

ahoy
boy
boys
convoy
cowboy
destroy
joystick
royal flush
toy
toyshop
annoy a girl
annoy a man
boycott meat
boycott school
destroy a car
destroy at toy
enjoy a drink
enjoy your lunch
toy with the mouse
toy with your food
/ow/
A cow is in the cowshed.
A cowbell is around the cow's neck.
A man is milking a cow.
A screech owl is on a branch.
A towel is on the towel rack.
It's a big sow and six little piglets.
It's a long wedding gown.
The houses are in a town.
The queen has a golden crown.
The sick clown is in bed.
brown
clown
cow
crowd
crown
down

gown
owl
towel
town
bow down
clown around
crowd a train
crown a king
down a drink
frown at a boy
growl at a man
howl at the moon
prowl around
scowl at a man
/ow/
A big crow is in the garden.
A boy is looking out of the window.
A fish is swimming in a fishbowl.
A mouse is in the bowl.
A snowman is melting.
A strong wind is blowing.
A tow truck is towing a car.
It's a bow and an arrow.
It's a pumpkin on Halloween.
It's a soft yellow pillow for a bed.
arrow
bowl
bowling
crow
elbow
pillow
snow
snowman
window
yellow
blow out a candle
borrow a book

bowl down the pins
follow the waitress
grow plants
row a boat
shadowbox
show a red card
slow down
tow a taxi cab
/oa/
A boy is playing in goal.
A frog is sitting on a toadstool.
A goat is eating lunch.
A man is fishing from a boat.
A man is floating in a pool.
It's a big dark brown cockroach.
It's a girls long coat.
It's a long road in Africa.
It's soap for cleaning hands.
The toast and jam is for a snack.
boat
coat
cockroach
croak
goal
goat
road
soap
toad
toast
approach the teacher
boast about a fish
coach a sport
float in the sea
load a truck
roast a chicken
soak in a hot tub
soap a dog
toast a wedding

unload a truck
/ai/
A brown snail is on a green leaf.
A chain is around a gorilla's neck.
It's a big sail from a sailboat.
It's a crowbar and six nails.
It's a fast train from Osaka.
The cow has a very long tail.
The mailman is on a horse.
The pelican has green and pink paint.
Two kids are playing on a rainbow.
brain
mailman
paint
rain
sail
snail
Spain
tail
train
waitress
bait a fishhook
drain a pool
hail a taxi cab
jail a bad man
nail shut a box
paint a house
sail a boat
sprain an ankle
train dogs
wait for a bus
/ay/
A boy and girl are playing in a haystack.
A boy is daydreaming in a box.
A man is spray painting a car.
A nun is praying on a Sunday.
A red crayfish is hanging on.

It's a subway train in Osaka.
It's fun in the playground.
Many crayons are in the box.
Some cool drinks are on the tray.
Two kids are playing in a playhouse.
crayfish
crayon
gray
haystack
playground
playhouse
playpen
spray
subway
tray
crayon a sketch
daydream about snacks
display paintings
go away on holiday
lay bricks
pay for comics
play tennis
pray for help
say 'good luck'
spray an insect
/tch/
A boy stretches his legs.
A dog fetches a big stick.
A witch is on her broomstick.
Crash! He is now on crutches.
He's scratching a bad itch.
It's my father's old watch.
She can catch a fastball.
She's pitching a slow ball.
The dishes are in the kitchen sink.
You cannot read a matchbook.
catch

crutches
kitchen
matchbook
pitch
sketchbook
stretch
switch
watches
witch
catch a big fish
fetch a bowl
hitch a lift
pitch a fastball
scratch the back off your hand
sketch an animal
snatch a little food
stretch your leg muscles
switch on the light
watch a television show

